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Section – I 
 

Write any three answer from following : 
1. Write about the general properties of textile fibers. 14 
 
2. State various types of yarn and explain in detail.  14 
 
3. State various types of looms and explain its different parts with figure.  14 
 
4. Explain in detail about methods of non-woven textile.  14 
 
5. Write importance of printing and explain hand printing. 14 
 
6. Explain the importance of finishing and give detailed information about chemical 

finishing.    14 
 
7. Write about the problems of consumer in buying cloths and remedies to solve the 

problems.     14 
 
8. Write the importance of pattern in clothing construction, its types and draping method. 14 
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Section – II 

9. Give right answers. (any eight) 8 
 (1) _______ is a main part of cotton. (Pectin, Impurities, Celulose) 
 (2) Asbestos is _______ fiber. (natural, artificial, special) 
 (3) Polymer is a _______ kind of fibre. (cotton, rayon, nylon) 
 (4) Surface is _______ which made (prepared) from short fibre. (smooth, rough, 

shiny) 
 (5) Cotton cloths lacks in _______. (absorbity, strength, flexibility)  
 (6) Viscose rayon is a _______ fibre. (natural, artificial, special) 
 (7) Satin is a _______ type of weave. (jacquard, simple, fency) 
 (8) Laminated cloth is made by _______ method. (fency, non-woven, simple) 
 (9) Jacquard is a _______ type of weave. (dobby, basic, fency) 
 (10) There are _______ types of basic weaves. (3, 5, 7) 
 (11) By _______ finishing process, a surface of cloth can be smothen. (mercerized, 

calendering, embosing)   
 (12) _______ is used to make a cloth tight. (Powder, Starch, Soap) 
 (13) _______ country was started stencil printing. (India, Japan, China) 
 (14) Batik was started in India by _______. (Kalaniketan, Shantiniketan, 

Khadimandir) 
 (15) India is on _______ position in the world, in terms of population. (first, second, 

third) 
 (16) Silk is a _______ fibre. (animalistic, vegetable, artificial) 

__________ 
 


